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ABSTRACT
This paper,discusses how F0 and duration are utilized as local prosodic cues in two
prosodically-diverse languag.es -- Eskíma and Yoruba, The analysis of text-rea.ding and
radio news-broadcasts has indicated that (I) F0 and duration-are ised in a muiually
exclus,ive way in the two languages, (2) dffirent relationships exists between F0 and
duration for the .two. lnnguages, but (i) there is a similar piinciple in the use of local
prosodic cue ín dividing a paragraph into smaller constifi¿ents.

INTRODUCTION
Languages are known to utilize a number of acoustic phonetic cues such as F0, duration,
intensity, sile¡ce, and voice quality in order to sþnal prominence, boundary, and
colere¡ce in the stream of speech. In many European languages the acoustic variables of
F0 and duration are often combined for such purposes, i.e-. manifest¿tion of lexical stress
in Genlanic_ languages, and boundary tone in French etc.. In this paper, I will discuss
how F0 and duration are exploited as local prosodic cues in Eskimo and yoruba,

tg.yling the relation between the two acoustic dimensions and how they are utilized in
dividing a paragraph into smaller constituents.

.,- Ihe _ples_e,ry pqpe! is a progress report of an on-going projecr called
"MULTILINGUAL PROSODIC RULES, with specific referencè to Eskimõ, Japanese,
and Yoruba". The immediaæ goal of the project i¡ to extract rules and parameæri which
are nelessary in orjlgr to describe the basic differences in the acoustiCpatterning of the
three languages which are chosen on a typological basis. Eskimo repiesents a-lexical
quantity language where duration is the phonetic correlate (Mase aìrd Rischel 1971,
Nagano-Madsen 1992) whereas Yoruba represents lexical tone language for which F0 is
the phonetic correlate. Eskimo and Yoruba can thus be seen as-twõ extremes in the
prosodic dimension, while Jao-anese comes somewhere in between. An underlying
assumption to^such an approach is that there is a certain correlation between propertiés oT

þBuage and its. spoken medium. A specific hypothesis for the current topic is that, when
F0 or duration is used for signalling lexical propeny such as quantity-and tone, there
must be a limit in u.sl¡g the same acoustic cue fõr other purpo-ses. Túerefore, features
other than those used for lexical information will play the major role for such purposes.

DATA AND ANALYS$
The material used for the analysis consist of a reading of (1) a short æxt which was used
ea¡lier for dur¿tion analysis in Nagano-Madsen (19-92), and (2) longer texts and news
readings which were collected from naturally occurring r¿dio broadðast. In the present
papgt, thg results from three speakers f9r each (one text-reading and two news-réadings
for Yoruba and two text-readings and one news-reading for Eskimo), were analyõd
(total recording time of 25 minutes for each language). Durational analysis was cafoed
out both using mingographs and CSL, while,F0 analysis was doné on rhe LUpp
program installed on a Macintosh.
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ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
Duration
Durational characteristics of Eskimo and Yoruba were comparcd earlier by using short
texts (Nagano-Madsen, 1992). The most notable difference between the two languages
was the presence vs absence of extremely lengthened vowels. While in both languages,
the duration of a large majority of vowels is concentrate between 30- 120ms, Yoruba had
many extremely long vowels.

In the present study, the news-broadcast of two Yoruba radio announcers were
examined for this feature.The lengthened vowels were found to be present in both
speakers. These vowels are extremely long, some even up to 500-600 ms. Table I shows
the mean duration of lengthened vs non-lengthened vowels in Yoruba analysed from a
female announcer. There was also a notable difference in the magnitude and frequency of
the lengthened vowels in Yoruba between the two announcers (Figure l).
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Figure 1. Discrepcncy in the
the tv)o annauncers of Yoruba.

frequency and magnitude of lengthened vawels between
Analysis of 10 minutes news-broadcastfor each speaker.

The question arises as to where these lengthened vowels occur. Some words with
lengthened vowels have been noted and discussed in Yoruba literature for some time
(Ward 1956, Bamgbose 1966, Roland 1969). All these caægories were prþsent in the
cunent material but the examples of lengthened vowels extend much further. It is beyond
the scope of the present paper to discuss each categories and this is clearly the area which
deserves much attention from Yoruba linguists. Though the exact function of these
lengthened vowels may differ, i.e. in some cases it may be more appropreate to speak of
emphasis and in other cases of boundary and coherence, one possible generâl¡zation
which covers all the instances is to say that they all occur at initial position of major
constituents such as clause VP etc.. Inærestingly, Yoruba seems to use shortened vowels
as well, though their occurrence is fewer and not as sizable as lengthened ones. The
dist¡ibution of lengthened and shonened vowels are taken up under DISTRIBUTION.

Fundamental frequency (F0)
The durational prominence which is frequent in Yoruba ì¡/as totâlly absent in Eskimo.
Eskimo, instead, appears to use the F0 dimension maximally both as local and global
intonation. Locally, each phonological word is charactenzndby a ærminal tonal contour
H-L which appears on the last two vowel morae. At phrase-final position, a¡l additional
H is added finally, shifting the word property H-L to penultimaæ and antipenultimaæ
morae rcspectively. The phrasal H is typically lowered at sentence final position in text-
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RELATION BETWEEN FO AND DURATION
Perceptually, the local pirch prominence in Eskimo is signalled without marked durational
increase. In order to examine this point, measurement was done for those vowels with or
without pitch prominence (Iable 2). The acoustic measurements show clearly that local
pitch prominence in Eskimo is free from durational increment. The lengthening of vowels
in Yoruba, however, seems not to be free from the F0 dimension. Table 3 summarizes
the surface tone type of the lengthened vowels. There is a strong indication that
lengthening is bound to high or mid tones.

Tahle 2. Relntion between terminal pitch prominence and duration. Analysis of total of
l0 minutes

Table 3. Relation between the lengthened vowels and (surface) tone type in Yoruba.
on the two announcers l0 minutes eaclt

DISTRIBUTION
In the previous sections, it was shown that Eskimo and Yoruba utilize different acoustic
property as local prosodic cue. This section examines how these local prosodic
prominences, be they F0 or duration, are distributed in relation to their position in a
sentence (Tables 4 and 5). The Eskimo analysis shows that H-tone prominence is
preferred in sentence-internal position ând L-tone ending is preferred dominantly at
sentence-final position. Furthermore, there was a strong preference to have L tone at
paragraph-final position. Iængthened vowels in Yoruba were found exclusively at
sentence-intemal position. Shortened vowels occur both sentence intemally and finally,
but úrey occur consisûently at constituent final position.
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Table 5. Distribution of lengthened and shortened vowels in Yoruba in rekttíon to
tn
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DISCUSSION
The results of the present study support the initial hypothesis which predicts the co-
ordinative nature among prosodic properties to arrive at an efficient communication
sysæm. It has been shown that the acoustic property of F0 and duration are utilized in a
rñutually exclusive way to mark local prominence in the two languages. In Eskimo,
where the durational côntrast between single and geminated segments dominates the
utterances, the local prominence is signalled exclusively by F0 without durational
variation. Yoruba, on ihe other hand, shows wide range of freedom in the lengthening of
vowels. Yoruba data also suggest thåt the initial hypothesis to be elaboraæd further since
lengthening of vowels werè bounded to either high or mid tones, indicating strong
correlation bet\ileen tone and duration.

The lengthening of vowels in Yoruba appears to have a more complicaæd fu-nction
than pirch piominence in Eskimo, which regularly conelates with the end of phonological
word forni. Despiæ differences in the exact function of these local prominences,-3nd
despite differenc-es in the exact acoustic devices the rwo languages employ, the signalling
priñciples utilized in dividing a paragraph inlo smaller collstituents were found to be
3imUi. tn both languages, it is the more prominent form such as high pirch or lengthened
vowel which appear iñ sentence internal position, while in sentence fìnal position the
other end (low,- ór shortened) is preferred. However, it is quite common that sentences
end with H tone (in Eskimo) and lengthened vowels (in Yoruba) when read in isolation.
TÏerefore these features are better seen not as acoustic phonetic conelates of specific
linguistic entities such as sentence or phrase, but rather they are signals which are
dependent on a specific speaking style.
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